People, Money and Power in the Economic Crisis
Perspectives from the Global South
Edited by Keith Hart and John Sharp

“This series is more an agenda-setting enterprise than a mere book series. It promises to be the most important scholarly initiative to come from the global south in a very long time; one that is sure to change how we think about the world at large, about economy and humanity.”
John Comaroff, Harvard University

The Cold War was fought between “state socialism” and “the free market.” That fluctuating relationship between public power and private money continues today, unfolding in new and unforeseen ways during the economic crisis. Nine case studies – from Southern Africa, South Asia, Brazil, and Atlantic Africa – examine economic life from the perspective of ordinary people in places that are normally marginal to global discourse, covering a range of class positions from the bottom to the top of society.

Keith Hart is a co-director of the Human Economy Program at the University of Pretoria. John Sharp is Professor of Social Anthropology at the University of Pretoria.

Volume 1, The Human Economy
October 2014, 246 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-468-7 Hb $95.00/£60.00
eISBN 978-1-78238-468-7

FORTHCOMING

Economy For and Against Democracy
Edited by Keith Hart

“[This book] sets out debates and insights that have been long forgotten in social science as a result of the domination of orthodox economics. Absent is the arcane mathematical formalism that commands mainstream enquiry into economics; in these chapters, the study of economics speaks to – and of – people and their daily struggles. In a phrase not to be killed with over-use: this is a liberating read.”
Peter Vale, University of Johannesburg

Contemporary economies, dominated by global finance and political rent-seekers, often inhibit the realization of democracy. This volume features comparative essays and case studies to examine the antagonisms between the economy and democracy and the struggles and visions to make things more equitable. They explore how our collective aspirations for greater democracy might be informed by serious empirical research on the human economy today.

Keith Hart is International Director of the Human Economy Programme at the University of Pretoria.

Volume 2, The Human Economy
October 2015, 264 pages, 1 illus., 1 table, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-844-9 Hb $110.00/£68.00

NEW

The State and the Grassroots
Immigrant Transnational Organizations in Four Continents
Edited by Alejandro Portes and Patricia Fernández-Kelly

“This is an outstanding volume that offers a unique look at the role of immigrant organizations in the United States and Europe. By focusing on organizations of immigrants, it shows their central role in the transnational field and moves the migration-development debate to a new, much more sophisticated level.”
Ariel Armony, University of Miami

Whereas most migration literature focuses on individuals and their families, this book studies the organizations created by immigrants to protect themselves in their receiving states. Comparing eighteen of these grassroots organizations formed across the world, researchers focus on the internal structure and activities of these organizations as they relate to developmental initiatives.

Alejandro Portes is Howard Harrison and Gabrielle Snyder Beck Professor of Sociology (Emeritus) at Princeton University. Patricia Fernández-Kelly is a Senior Lecturer in Sociology and Research Associate of the Office for Population Research at Princeton University.

July 2015, 336 pages, 20 illus., bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-734-3 Hb $95.00/£60.00
eISBN 978-1-78238-735-0

NEW

Whose Cosmopolitanism?
Critical Perspectives, Relationalities and Discontents
Edited by Nina Glick Schiller and Andrew Irving

“. . . an interesting collected volume on what has become a much-discussed theme. The combination of disciplines and the critical conversation it builds up make this a worthwhile addition to the debate.”
Huon Wardle, University of St. Andrews

Whose Cosmopolitanism? examines cosmopolitanism’s possibilities, aspirations and applications—as well as its tensions, contradictions, and discontents—from a range of different disciplinary perspectives. The book investigates cosmopolitanism’s emergence as a contemporary social process, global aspiration or emancipatory political project and asks whether it can serve as a political or methodological framework for action in a world of conflict and difference.

Nina Glick Schiller is Founding Director of the Research Institute for Cosmopolitan Culture. Andrew Irving is Director of the Granada Centre for Visual Anthropology at the University of Manchester.

October 2014, 264 pages, 8 illus., bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-445-8 Hb $95.00/£60.00

Order direct for the USA and Rest of the World on: Tel: 1-800-540-8663. Fax: (703) 661-1501. e-mail: orders@berghahnbooks.com
Blood and Fire
Toward a Global Anthropology of Labor
Edited by Sharyn Kasmir and August Carbonella

“...as a collection focusing on organized (and increasingly disorganized) labor and the processes that leave workers atomized, vulnerable, and often at each others’ throats, Blood and Fire is significant and, frankly, scary.”

Anthropology Review Database

Six historical ethnographies stemming from fieldwork around the world offer a comparative perspective on the uneven consequences of and reactions to the anthropology of labor. The contributors’ vivid accounts show in how dispossession was lived by local working classes illustrates the defeat and unmaking of particular working classes.

Sharyn Kasmir is Professor of Anthropology at Hofstra University. August Carbonella is Associate Professor of Anthropology at Memorial University, Newfoundland.

Volume 13, Dislocations
August 2014, 306 pages, bibilog., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-363-5 Hb $95.00/£60.00

Intellectuals and (Counter-) Politics
Essays in Historical Realism
Gavin Smith

“A cutting edge discussion between anthropology and the disciplines of history and geography, all through the lens of the politics of intellectual work. A paradigm of sensitive ethnographic work fused with broadly social/political theory, this book will pull in a lot of people looking to find their way out of a certain rabbit hole of recent academia.”

Neil Smith, Graduate Center, City University of New York.

Gavin Smith suggests a research agenda designed to maximize the political leverage of ordinary people faced with ever more remote states and technologies that make capitalism increasingly rapacious. He tackles the political conundrums of our times and asks what roles intellectuals might play therein.

Gavin Smith is Professor Emeritus in the Department of Anthropology at the University of Toronto.

Volume 12, Dislocations
Available, 254 pages, 1 illus., bibilog., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-300-0 Hb $90.00/£56.00 (2014)
eISBN 978-1-78238-301-7

Food in Zones of Conflict
Cross-Disciplinary Perspectives
Edited by Paul Collinson and Helen Macbeth
Foreword by Hugo Slim

The availability of food is an especially significant issue in zones of conflict because conflict nearly always impinges on the production and the distribution of food, and causes increased competition for food, land and resources. Controlling the production of and access to food can also be used as a weapon by protagonists in conflict. The logistics of supply of food to military personnel operating in conflict zones is another important issue. These themes unite this collection, the chapters of which span different geographic areas. This volume will appeal to scholars in a number of different disciplines, including anthropology, nutrition, political science, development studies and international relations, as well as practitioners working in the private and public sectors, who are currently concerned with food-related issues in the field.

Paul Collinson is an Honorary Research Associate and former part-time lecturer in the Department of Anthropology at Oxford Brookes University. Helen Macbeth is President of the International Commission on the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition.

Volume 8, Anthropology of Food & Nutrition
September 2014, 252 pages, 16 illus., bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-403-8 Hb $95.00/£60.00
NIMBY Is Beautiful
Cases of Local Activism and Environmental Innovation Around the World
Edited by Carol Hager and Mary Alice Haddad

“This new edited volume provides an innovative, empirically driven perspective on controversial facilities that will be of interest to many scholars, decision makers, and residents around the world. The volume’s international perspective helps make its conclusions convincing and robust and it rests on a well developed set of theories and hypotheses.”
Daniel P. Aldrich, Purdue University

NIMBY (Not In My Back Yard) protests are often criticized as parochial and short-lived, generating no lasting influence on broader processes related to environmental politics. This volume offers a different perspective. Drawing on cases from around the globe, it demonstrates that NIMBY protests, although always arising from a local concern in a particular community, often result in broader political, social, and technological change.

Carol Hager is Associate Professor of Political Science and Director of the Center for Social Sciences at Bryn Mawr College. Mary Alice Haddad is Associate Professor of Government at Wesleyan University.

March 2015, 236 pages, 4 illus., 9 tables, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-601-8 Hb $120.00/£75.00

Power and Architecture
The Construction of Capitals and the Politics of Space
Edited by Michael Minkenberg

“...a fascinating topic for architects, urban designers and urban master planners...the interaction of political power, political-philosophical ideas about the state, and built form...The contributors are clearly experts on their topics, and no single author could ever have handled the [subject matter] with this combination of breadth and depth.”
Sir Peter Hall, University College London

This volume addresses the reciprocal relationships between identity, regime formation, urban planning, and public architecture in the Western world. It examines the role of urban design and architecture in expressing (or hiding) ideological beliefs and political agenda. Case studies include “old” capitals such as Rome, Vienna, Berlin and Warsaw; “new” ones such as Washington DC, Ottawa, Canberra, Ankara, Bonn, and Brasilia; and the “European” capital Brussels. Each case reflects the authors’ different disciplinary backgrounds in architecture, history, political science, and urban studies, demonstrating the value of an interdisciplinary approach to studying cities.

Michael Minkenberg is Professor of Comparative Politics at the European University Viadrina in Frankfurt (Oder).

Volume 12, Space and Place
Available, 320 pages, 73 illus., 24 maps, bibliog., index (2014)
ISBN 978-1-78238-009-2 Hb $95.00/£60.00
eISBN 978-1-78238-010-8

NEW

The Third World in the Global 1960s
Edited by Samantha Christiansen and Zachary Scarlett
Foreword by Arif Dirlik

“Historians of the burgeoning field of the global 1960s will welcome the contributions the volume makes.”
Choice

This volume inserts the Third World into the study of the 1960s by examining the local and international articulations of youth protest in various geographical, social, and cultural arenas. Rejecting the notion that the Third World existed on the periphery, it situates the events of the 1960s in a more inclusive context, building a richer, more nuanced understanding of the Global 1960s that better reflects the dynamism of the period.

Samantha Christiansen is an instructor at Northeastern University. Zachary A. Scarlett is an instructor at Northeastern University.

Volume 8, Protest, Culture & Society
March 2015, 242 pages, 18 illus., bibliog., index
ISBN 978-0-85745-573-4 Hb $120.00/£75.00 (2012)
eISBN 978-0-85745-574-1

Social Bonds as Freedom
Revisiting the Dichotomy of the Universal and the Particular
Edited by Paul Dumouchel and Reiko Gotoh

“This book contains the best and the most original and innovative contributions I ever read on how to consider national and global political issues beyond the current dichotomy we find in contemporary literature...The book will be an indispensable tool for all those who are interested in the future of Liberal Democracy...”
Lucas K. Soseo, University of Luxembourg

Central to discussions of multiculturalism and minority rights in modern liberal societies is the idea that the particular demands of minority groups contradict the requirements of equality, anonymity, and universality for citizenship and belonging. The contributors to this volume question the significance of this dichotomy between the universal and the particular, arguing that it reflects how the modern state has instituted the basic rights and obligations of its members and that these institutions are undergoing fundamental transformations under the pressure of globalization. They show that the social bonds unifying groups constitute the means of our freedom, rather than obstacles to achieving the universal.

Paul Dumouchel is Professor of Philosophy at the Graduate School of Core Ethics and Frontier Sciences, Ritsumeikan University, Kyoto, Japan. Reiko Gotoh is Professor at the Institute of Economic Research, Hitotsubashi University, Tokyo.

July 2015, 296 pages, 4 tables, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-693-3 Hb $95.00/£60.00
eISBN 978-1-78238-694-0

NEW IN PAPERBACK
Up, Down, and Sideways
Anthropologists Trace the Pathways of Power
Edited by Rachael Stryker and Roberto González
Foreword by Laura Nader

“...a truly fascinating read. It should provide countless inspiration for anthropologists of today and of tomorrow. The case for public anthropology has now surely been well and truly made.”
Angie Hart, University of Brighton

Today anthropologists carry out the discipline’s original purpose of understanding and advocating for cultural integrity of societies across the globe. Public anthropology, likewise, is an important genre of anthropology with the goal of actively engaging with people to make changes to improve the modern human condition.

Sam Beck is Senior Lecturer in the College of Human Ecology at Cornell University. Carl A. Maida is Professor in the Institute of the Environment and Sustainability at the University of California, Los Angeles.

Volume 7, Studies in Public and Applied Anthropology
August 2014, 284 pages, bibilography, index
ISBN 978-1-78238-401-4 Hb $105.00/£65.00
eISBN 978-1-78238-402-1

Breaking Boundaries
Varieties of Liminality
Edited by Agnes Horvath, Bjørn Thomassen, and Harald Wydra

[This book treats] a topic with a very broad appeal, namely liminality, treated here as an analytical concept. While liminality has been a widespread concept in anthropology and social theory for decades, largely owing to Victor Turner’s seminal work, it has rarely been scrutinized properly, and this volume is to be welcomed; in some ways, this kind of book is long overdue.”
Thomas Hylland Eriksen, University of Oslo

Liminality has the potential to be a leading paradigm for understanding transformation in a globalizing world. This book explores the methodological range and applicability of the concept to a variety of concrete social and political problems.

Agnes Horvath is a visitor in Sociology at Cambridge University. Bjørn Thomassen is Associate Professor in the Department of Society and Globalisation, Roskilde University. Harald Wydra is a Fellow of St. Catharine’s College at the University of Cambridge.

May 2015, 272 pages, 7 ill., 1 table, bibliography, index
ISBN 978-1-78238-766-4 Hb $110.00/£68.00
eISBN 978-1-78238-767-1

Public Anthropology in a Borderless World
Edited by Sam Beck and Carl A. Maida

“...a truly fascinating read. It should provide countless inspiration for anthropologists of today and of tomorrow. The case for public anthropology has now surely been well and truly made.”
Angie Hart, University of Brighton

Today anthropologists carry out the discipline’s original purpose of understanding and advocating for cultural integrity of societies across the globe. Public anthropology, likewise, is an important genre of anthropology with the goal of actively engaging with people to make changes to improve the modern human condition.

Sam Beck is Senior Lecturer in the College of Human Ecology at Cornell University. Carl A. Maida is Professor in the Institute of the Environment and Sustainability at the University of California, Los Angeles.

Volume 8, Studies in Public and Applied Anthropology
July 2015, 388 pages, 44 ill., bibliography, index
ISBN 978-1-78238-730-5 Hb $120.00/£75.00

Anthropology and Political Science: A Convergent Approach
Myron J. Aronoff and Jan Kubik

“...a truly fascinating read. It should provide countless inspiration for anthropologists of today and of tomorrow. The case for public anthropology has now surely been well and truly made.”
Angie Hart, University of Brighton

Today anthropologists carry out the discipline’s original purpose of understanding and advocating for cultural integrity of societies across the globe. Public anthropology, likewise, is an important genre of anthropology with the goal of actively engaging with people to make changes to improve the modern human condition.

Sam Beck is Senior Lecturer in the College of Human Ecology at Cornell University. Carl A. Maida is Professor in the Institute of the Environment and Sustainability at the University of California, Los Angeles.

Volume 3, Anthropology &...
NEW

Marxism and Film Activism
Screening Alternative Worlds
Edited by Ewa Mazierska and Lars Kristensen

“An excellent and overdue (i.e., not just timely) contribution… an important source of new ideas and perspectives, filled with ideas and questions to debate”
John Hutnyk, Goldsmiths, University of London

In Theses on Feuerbach, Marx writes “The philosophers have only interpreted the world differently; the point is to change it.” This collection examines how filmmakers have tried to change the world by engaging in emancipatory politics in their work, and how audiences have received them.

Ewa Mazierska is Professor of Film Studies at the University of Central Lancashire. Lars Kristensen is a Lecturer in Media, Aesthetics and Narration at University of Skövde.

June 2015, 280 pages, 20 illus., bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-642-1 Hb $95.00/£60.00
eISBN 978-1-78238-542-4

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Dynamics of Memory and Identity in Contemporary Europe
Edited by Eric Langenbacher, Bill Niven, and Ruth Wittlinger

“The volume is well-structured and the individual chapters are put together in a coherent fashion. The material they cover is extremely engaging and is new to the English-speaking audience, especially where the French and German literature is concerned. They also add richness to a debate already characterised by its increasing politicisation.”
H-France Review

The collapse of the Iron Curtain, the renationalization of eastern Europe, and the simultaneous eastward expansion of the European Union have all impacted the way the past is remembered in today’s eastern Europe. At the same time, in recent years, the Europeanization of Holocaust memory and a growing sense of the need to stage a more “self-critical” memory has significantly changed the way in which western Europe commemorates and memorializes the past. The increasing dissatisfaction among scholars with the blanket, undifferentiated use of the term “collective memory” is evolving in new directions. This volume brings the tension into focus while addressing the state of memory theory itself.

Eric Langenbacher is a Visiting Assistant Professor and Director of Honors and Special Programs in the Department of Government, Georgetown University. Bill Niven is Professor of Contemporary German History at Nottingham Trent University. Ruth Wittlinger is a Senior Lecturer in the School of Government and International Affairs at the University of Durham, UK.

April 2015, 248 pages, 2 illus., bibliog., index
ISBN 978-0-85745-577-2 Hb $120.00/£75.00 (2013)
ISBN 978-1-78238-917-0 Pb $29.95/£18.50

NEW

The Political Economy of Border Drawing
Arranging Legality in European Labor Migration Policies
Regine Paul

“The author relates in an inspiring way [how]… capitalism, the welfare regime, and citizenship [relate] to migration policies, and analyzes the logics of labor migration regulations in three cases. The book makes a key contribution to the academic debate by pointing light on the normative basis of migration policies and the seeming contradictions between the logics of migrant admissions.”
Lisa-Marie Heimeshoff, University of Kassel

The conditions for non-EU migrant workers to gain legal entry to Britain, France, and Germany are at the same time similar and quite different. To explain this variation this book compares the fine-grained legal categories for migrant workers in each country, and examines the interaction of economic, social, and cultural rationales in determining migrant legality. Rather than investigating the failure of borders to keep unauthorized migrants out, the author highlights the different policies of each country as “border-drawing” actions. Policymakers draw lines between different migrant groups, and between migrants and citizens, through considerations of both their economic utility and skills, but also their places of origin and prospects for social integration. Overall, migrant worker legality is arranged against the backdrop of the specific vision each country has of itself in an economically competitive, globalized world with rapidly changing welfare and citizenship models.

Regine Paul is a postdoc scholar at the University of Bielefeld.

January 2015, 244 pages, 23 illus., 10 tables, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-541-7 Hb $95.00/£60.00
eISBN 978-1-78238-542-4

NEW

The Dark Side of Nation-States
Ethnic Cleansing in Modern Europe
Philipp Ther

“A groundbreaking study…based on an impressive amount of facts and balances… This analytically dense, well-written book is highly recommended for a broad audience.”
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

This book not only considers the majority of population removals which occurred in Eastern Europe, but is also an encompassing, comparative study including Western Europe, interrogating the motivations of Western statesmen and their involvement in large-scale population removals. It also reaches beyond the European continent and considers the reverberations of colonial rule and ethnic cleansing in the former British colonies.

Philipp Ther holds a Chair of Central European History at the University of Vienna.

Volume 19, War and Genocide
Available, 288 pages, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-302-4 Hb $95.00/£60.00 (2014)
eISBN 978-1-78238-303-1
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Using the memorialization of the Troubles in contemporary Northern Ireland as a case study, this book investigates how non-state, often proscribed, organizations have filled a societal vacuum in the creation of public memorials. In particular, these groups have sifted through the past to propose “official” collective narratives of national identification, historical legitimation, and moral justifications for violence.

elisabetta Viggiani participated in numerous research projects carried out by the Institute of Irish Studies at Queen’s University Belfast on public displays of identity, political rituals, and symbols in Northern Ireland.

August 2014, 288 pages, 20 illus., 11 tables, bibil., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-261-4 Hb $120.00/£75.00 (2014)
eISBN 978-1-78238-261-4

Narrating Victimhood

Gender, Religion and the Making of Place in Post-War Croatia
Michaela Schäuble

“This is a truly excellent study. From the first to the last page, I was impressed by its thoughtfulness, level of scholarship, and ethnographic thoroughness...She succeeds in making this unstudied place come alive in her ethnography while simultaneously making her rich ethnographic detail serve as a lever for a highly sophisticated analysis of a cluster of issues that are both of contemporary political relevance and of theoretical significance.”

Marko Zivkovic, University of Alberta

Based on extensive ethnographic fieldwork in rural Dalmatia in the Croatian-Bosnian border region, this book provides a unique account of the politics of ambiguous Europeaness from the perspective of those living at Europe’s margins.

Michaela Schäuble is Lecturer in Social and Visual Anthropology at the University of Manchester.

Volume 11, Space and Place
Available, 392 pages, 28 illus., 1 map, bibil., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-260-7 Hb $120.00/£75.00 (2014)
eISBN 978-1-78238-261-4

NEW

Talking Stones

The Politics of Memorialization in Post-Conflict Northern Ireland
Elisabetta Viggiani
Foreword by Hastings Donnan

“Viggiani successfully chronicles both intergroup and intragroup forces and rivalries, while also exploring the

makers and receivers of the emplaced narratives produced by multiple actors. The book is a valuable contribution to

the anthropology of memory and of materiality, and it is also a timely reminder of the presence and prominence of

substate and non-state agents in a world where it is often still assumed that states have a monopoly not only on power but on knowledge.”

“Writing Democracy is a marvelous study of textual practices connected to the use of the Norwegian constitution and is thus situated in the engine room of modern Western style democracy.”

Peter Hervik, Aalborg University

The Norwegian Constitution is the oldest functioning constitution in Europe. Its bicentenary in 2014 has

inspired the analyses in this volume, where contributors focus on the Constitution as a text to explore new ways of analyzing democratic development. Writing Democracy examines the framing of the Norwegian Constitution, its transformations, and its interpretations during the last two centuries.

Karen Gammelgaard is a Professor at the University of Oslo, Norway. Eirik Holmøyvik is a Professor at the University of Bergen, Norway.

Volume 2, Time and the World: Interdisciplinary Studies in Cultural Transformations
October 2014, 288 pages, 4 illus., bibil., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-504-2 Hb $95.00/£60.00

NEW

Writing Democracy

The Norwegian Constitution 1814-2014
Edited by Karen Gammelgaard and Eirik Holmøyvik

“Writing Democracy is a marvelous study of textual practices connected to the use of the Norwegian constitution and is thus situated in the engine room of modern Western style democracy.”

“Writing Democracy is a marvelous study of textual practices connected to the use of the Norwegian constitution and is thus situated in the engine room of modern Western style democracy.”

Peter Hervik, Aalborg University

The Norwegian Constitution is the oldest functioning constitution in Europe. Its bicentenary in 2014 has

inspired the analyses in this volume, where contributors focus on the Constitution as a text to explore new ways of analyzing democratic development. Writing Democracy examines the framing of the Norwegian Constitution, its transformations, and its interpretations during the last two centuries.

Karen Gammelgaard is a Professor at the University of Oslo, Norway. Eirik Holmøyvik is a Professor at the University of Bergen, Norway.

Volume 2, Time and the World: Interdisciplinary Studies in Cultural Transformations
October 2014, 288 pages, 4 illus., bibil., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-504-2 Hb $95.00/£60.00

NEW

Figurations of the Future

Forms and Temporalities of Left Radical Politics in Northern Europe
Stine Kraijer

“The robust notion of style, which goes beyond earlier theorizations derived from cultural studies, is especially important. At its best, Figurations of the Future provides compelling ethnographic description that generates important theoretical insights.”

Maple Raza, Colby College

Built around key events from the eviction of a self-managed social centre in Copenhagen in 2007 to the Climate Summit protests in 2009, this book contributes to anthropological literature on contemporary Euro-American politics foreshadowing the recent wave of public dissent. The author explores the forms politics take among left radical and anarchist activists in Northern Europe pointing to how forms of action engender time. Drawing on anthropological literature from both Scandinavia and the Amazon, this ethnography acts as a recasting of theoretical concerns about body politics, political intentionality, aesthetics and time.

Stine Kraijer is Assistant Professor at University of Copenhagen.

Volume 2, Ethnography, Theory, Experiment
August 2015, 272 pages, bibil., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-736-7 Hb $110.00/£68.00
eISBN 978-1-78238-737-4

NEW

Narrating Victimhood

Gender, Religion and the Making of Place in Post-War Croatia
Michaela Schäuble

“This is a truly excellent study. From the first to the last page, I was impressed by its thoughtfulness, level of scholarship, and ethnographic thoroughness...She succeeds in making this unstudied place come alive in her ethnography while simultaneously making her rich ethnographic detail serve as a lever for a highly sophisticated analysis of a cluster of issues that are both of contemporary political relevance and of theoretical significance.”

Marko Zivkovic, University of Alberta

Based on extensive ethnographic fieldwork in rural Dalmatia in the Croatian-Bosnian border region, this book provides a unique account of the politics of ambiguous Europeaness from the perspective of those living at Europe’s margins.

Michaela Schäuble is Lecturer in Social and Visual Anthropology at the University of Manchester.

Volume 11, Space and Place
Available, 392 pages, 28 illus., 1 map, bibil., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-260-7 Hb $120.00/£75.00 (2014)
eISBN 978-1-78238-261-4

NEW

Figurations of the Future

Forms and Temporalities of Left Radical Politics in Northern Europe
Stine Kraijer

“The robust notion of style, which goes beyond earlier theorizations derived from cultural studies, is especially important. At its best, Figurations of the Future provides compelling ethnographic description that generates important theoretical insights.”

Maple Raza, Colby College

Built around key events from the eviction of a self-managed social centre in Copenhagen in 2007 to the Climate Summit protests in 2009, this book contributes to anthropological literature on contemporary Euro-American politics foreshadowing the recent wave of public dissent. The author explores the forms politics take among left radical and anarchist activists in Northern Europe pointing to how forms of action engender time. Drawing on anthropological literature from both Scandinavia and the Amazon, this ethnography acts as a recasting of theoretical concerns about body politics, political intentionality, aesthetics and time.

Stine Kraijer is Assistant Professor at University of Copenhagen.

Volume 2, Ethnography, Theory, Experiment
August 2015, 272 pages, bibil., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-736-7 Hb $110.00/£68.00
eISBN 978-1-78238-737-4

NEW
**NEW**

**Anti-liberal Europe**

**A Neglected Story of Europeanization**

Edited by Dieter Gosewinkel

“This book tackles an extremely important topic. It seeks to question teleological assessments of European integration...the contributions have the potential to add significantly to the debate on Europeanisation and European integration.”

Holger Nehring, University of Stirling

The history of modern Europe is often presented with the hindsight of present-day European integration, which was a genuinely liberal project based on political and economic freedom. Many other visions for Europe developed in the 20th century, however, were based on an idea of community rooted in pre-modern religious ideas, cultural or ethnic homogeneity, or even in coercion and violence. Anti-liberal Europe examines these visions, including those of anti-modernist Catholics, conservatives, extreme rightists as well as communists, arguing that antiliberal concepts in 20th century Europe were not the counterpart to, but instead part of the process of European integration.

Dieter Gosewinkel is Professor of Modern History at the Freie Universität Berlin.

Volume 6, *New German Historical Perspectives*  
December 2014, 210 pages, 3 illus., 1 table, bibliog., index  
ISBN 978-1-78238-425-0 Hb $85.00/£53.00  
eISBN 978-1-78238-426-7

**NEW IN PAPERBACK**

**Europe in Crisis**

**Intellectuals and the European Idea, 1917-1957**

Edited by Mark Hewitson and Matthew D’Auria

“Overall...this collection offers a broad spectrum of intellectual historical research on Europe. It therefore does not only appeal to historians who are working on the history of images of Europe specially in the first half of the 20th century but also to all those who are interested in approaches and methods of Anglo-American intellectual historians.”

H-Soz-u-Kult

The period between 1917 and 1957, starting with the birth of the USSR and the American intervention in the First World War and ending with the Treaty of Rome, is of the utmost importance for contextualizing and understanding the intellectual origins of the European Community. This volume reassesses the relationship between ideas of Europe and the European project and reconsiders the impact of long and short-term political transformations on assumptions about the continent’s scope, nature, role and significance.

Mark Hewitson is Professor of German History and Politics at University College London. Matthew D’Auria is Lecturer of Modern European History at the University of East Anglia.

June 2015, 360 pages, 15 maps & illus., bibliog., index  
ISBN 978-0-85745-727-1 Hb $120.00/£75.00 (2012)  
ISBN 978-1-78238-924-8 Pb $34.95/£22.00  
eISBN 978-0-85745-728-8

**NEW IN PAPERBACK**

**European Foundations of the Welfare State**

Franz-Xaver Kaufmann

Translated from the German by John Veit-Wilson

Foreword by Anthony B. Atkinson, Nuffield College, University of Oxford

“An exceptional reprise of the welfare state experience, the author’s sociological approach provides the means for gauging the adequacy of social policy over time and offering projections about the future... Highly recommended.”

Choice

Offering the first accessible account in English of the historical development of the European idea of the welfare state, this book reviews the intellectual foundations which underpinned the road towards the European welfare state, formulates some basic concepts for its understanding, and highlights the differences in the underlying structural and philosophical conditions between continental Europe and the English-speaking world.

Franz-Xaver Kaufmann is Emeritus Professor of Social Policy and Sociology at the University of Bielefeld.

December 2014, 400 pages, 3 figures, bibliog., index  
eISBN 978-0-85745-476-8

**NEW IN PAPERBACK**

**Friendly Enemies**

**Britain and the GDR, 1949-1990**

Stefan Berger and Norman LaPorte

“Readers will especially enjoy the information on individual British academics and journalists, who helped shape the field of East German studies both in the UK and U.S. Individuals such as David Childs, who took part in peace rallies, and Neil Ascherson, who was a foreign correspondent in Germany, stand out.”

German Politics & Society

Based on their extensive knowledge of the documentary sources, the authors provide the first comprehensive study of Anglo-East German relations in this surprisingly under-researched field. They examine the complex motivations underlying different political groups’ engagement with the GDR, and offer new and interesting insights into British political culture during the Cold War.

Stefan Berger is Professor of Social History and Director of the Institute for Social Movements at Ruhr-Universität Bochum. Norman LaPorte is Reader in History at the University of South Wales.

December 2014, 400 pages, bibliog., index  
ISBN 978-1-84545-697-9 Hb $120.00/£75.00 (2010)  
ISBN 978-1-84545-827-0 Pb $39.95/£25.00  
eISBN 978-1-84545-828-7

Order direct for the USA and Rest of the World on: Tel: 1-800-540-8663 . Fax: (703) 661-1501 . e-mail: orders@berghahnbooks.com
NEW IN PAPERBACK

**Bridging Divides**

Ethno-Political Leadership among the Russian Sámi
Indra Overland and Mikkel Berg-Nordlie

“Excellent chapters detail the emergence of cross-border ties between Russia’s Sámi communities and Nordic Sámi and assess their contributions to cultural renewal... The socioeconomic and cultural portrait will likely seem all too familiar to scholars of other Arctic and subarctic indigenous populations in northern Eurasia, but some of the information is unique to Russia’s Sámi, making this an indispensable contribution to the documentation of northern peoples. Essential.”

*Choice*

For the Nordic Sámi, the last decades of the 20th century saw their indigenous rights partially recognized, a cultural and linguistic revival and the establishment of Sámi parliaments. The Russian Sámi, however, did not have the same opportunities and were isolated behind the closed border until the dissolution of the Soviet Union. This book examines the following two decades and the Russian Sámi’s attempt to achieve a linguistic revival.

*Indra Overland* is Acting Head of the Department of Russian and Eurasian Studies at the Norwegian Institute of International Affairs. *Mikkel Berg-Nordlie* is a researcher at the Department of International Studies and Migration.

April 2015, 162 pages, 11 figs & tables, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-919-4 Pb $120.00/£75.00 (2012)

NEW IN PAPERBACK

**Investigating Srebrenica**

Institutions, Facts, Responsibilities
Edited by Isabelle Delpla, Xavier Bougarel, and Jean-Louis Fournel

“This work fills a gap in the current literature on the main reports and investigations of Srebrenica, since these had not been, until now, the objects of comparative analysis.”

*LSE Blog*

In July 1995, the Bosnian Serb Army commanded by General Ratko Mladić attacked the enclave of Srebrenica, a UN “safe area” since 1993, and massacred about 8,000 Bosniac men. This volume represents the first systematic, comparative analysis of follow-up investigations by the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia.

*Isabelle Delpla* is Professor of Philosophy at University Jean Moulin-Lyon III. *Xavier Bougarel* is Researcher at the French Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique in Paris. *Jean-Louis Fournel* is Professor at the University of Paris VIII.

Volume 12, *Contemporary European History*
August 2014, 224 pages, 6 maps, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-0-85745-472-0 Hb $120.00/£75.00 (2012)
ISBN 978-1-78238-672-8 Pb $29.95/£18.50

FORTHCOMING IN PAPERBACK

**Places of Pain**

Forced Displacement, Popular Memory and Trans-local Identities in Bosnian War-torn Communities
Hariz Halilovich

Honorable Mention 2013 PROSE Awards, Archaeology and Anthropology section

“Halilovich’s book ... powerfully highlights the translocal as the most critical aspect of the diasporic love, care, loyalty, and community. Furthermore, the author’s personal investment, respect, attention, and engagement with “his” people and places are truly admirable. The book should be of great interest to scholars interested in the studies of displacement, memory, and identity projects in postwar Bosnia and Herzegovina and beyond.”

*American Ethnologist*

This compelling and intimate description of places of pain and (be)longing that were lost during the 1992–95 war in Bosnia and Herzegovina, as well as of survivors’ places of resettlement in Australia, Europe and North America, serves as a powerful illustration of the complex interplay between place, memory and identity.

*Hariz Halilovich* is a Senior Lecturer at Monash University, Melbourne.

Volume 10, *Space and Place*
August 2015, 288 pages, 20 illus., bibliog., index
ISBN 978-0-85745-776-9 Hb $120.00 / £75.00 (2013)
ISBN 978-1-78238-762-6 Pb $34.95 / £22.00

**Being a State and States of Being in Highland Georgia**

Florian Mühlfried

“It is an important contribution to the anthropology of the state, the Caucasus and it especially helps to conceptualise a group of people without falling in the trap of ethnic ‘groupism’, so present in many writings on the Caucasus.”

*Stephane Voell*, Philips University Marburg

Taking a fresh look at the Georgian highlands allows the author to consider perennial questions of citizenship, belonging, and mobility in a context that has otherwise been known only for its folkloric dimensions. Scrutinizing forms of identification with the state at its margins, as well as local encounters with the erratic Soviet and post-Soviet state, the author argues that citizenship is both a sought-after means of entitlement and a way of guarding against the state. This book not only challenges theories in the study of citizenship but also the axioms of integration in Western social sciences in general.

*Florian Mühlfried* teaches in the Caucasus Studies Program at the Friedrich Schiller University of Jena.

Volume 24, *EASA Series*
Available, 264 pages, 27 illus., bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-296-6 Hb $95.00/£60.00 (2014)
Property in East Central Europe: Notions, Institutions, and Practices of Landownership in the Twentieth Century
Edited by Hannes Siegrist and Dietmar Müller

“...will prove significant in the field, and the focus of debate and controversy. The content is wide-ranging, cogent and coherent....The contributors are also the foremost experts in their fields....The geographical coverage of the book as a whole is admirably wide.... [It] evinces a good balance between theory and methodology, and 'thick description'.”
David Sugarman, Lancaster University

The national appropriation of property in the interwar period and the communist era represent an onerous legacy for the postcommunist (re)construction of a liberal-individualist property regime. However, as the scholars in the this collection show, after the demise of communism in Eastern Europe property is again a major factor in shaping individual identity and in providing the political order and culture with a foundational institution.

Hannes Siegrist is Professor for the Social and Cultural History of Modern and Contemporary Europe at the University of Leipzig. Dietmar Müller has conducted and coordinated research projects on land ownership and legal culture in East Central Europe at the University of Leipzig and at the Centre for the History and Culture of East Central Europe at the same university.

November 2014, 344 pages, 21 tables, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-461-8 Hb $120.00/£75.00

Tailoring Truth: Politicizing the Past and Negotiating Memory in East Germany, 1945-1990
Jon Berndt Olsen

“This book is a fresh approach to the field of memory and commemoration studies...Its rich source-base gives a multi-perspective, nuanced approach to how the GDR attempted to create and then nurture a collective consciousness through foundational myths rooted in the physical and emotional landscapes of its citizens....[Olsen] has written a book that cleverly and seamlessly stitches social and cultural history with political history.”
Benita Carol Blessing, University of Vienna

By looking at state-sponsored memory projects, such as memorials, commemorations, and historical museums, this book reveals that the East German communist regime obsessively monitored and attempted to control public representations of the past to legitimize its rule.

Jon Berndt Olsen is Associate Professor in the Department of History at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

Volume 15, Contemporary European History
January 2015, 276 pages, 23 illus., 3 tables, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-571-4 Hb $95.00/£60.00
eISBN 978-1-78238-572-1

The Challenges of Globalization: Economy and Politics in Germany, 1860-1914
Cornelius Torp

In the mid nineteenth century a process began that appears, from a present-day perspective, to have been the first wave of economic globalization. Within a few decades global economic integration reached a level that equaled, and in some respects surpassed, that of the present day. This book describes the interpenetration of the German economy with an emerging global economy before the First World War, while also demonstrating the huge challenge posed by globalization to the society and politics of the German Empire. The stakes for both the winners and losers of the intensifying world market played a major role in dividing German society into camps with conflicting socio-economic priorities. As foreign trade policy moved into the center stage of political debates, the German government found it increasingly difficult to pursue a successful policy that avoided harming German exports and consumer interests while also seeking to placate a growing protectionist movement.

Cornelius Torp is Lecturer in the Department of History at the Martin Luther University of Halle (Germany).

September 2014, 388 pages, 8 illus., 19 tables, bibliog., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-502-8 Hb $110.00/£68.00
FRANCE/AFRICA

NEW

France After 2012
Edited by Gabriel Goodliffe and Riccardo Brizzi

In May 2012, French voters rejected the liberalizing policies of Nicolas Sarkozy and elected his opponent, the Socialist François Hollande, president. In June 2012, the incumbent president’s center-right UMP party was swept out of government in the ensuing parliamentary elections, giving way to a new center-left majority in the National Assembly. This book analyzes the contexts and results of the 2012 presidential and parliamentary elections in France. It assesses the legacies of the Sarkozy presidency that informed the 2012 electoral campaigns, scrutinizing his domestic social and economic policies on the one hand and European and foreign policies on the other. In turn, the elections’ outcomes are also analyzed from the standpoint of various political parties and other institutional interests in France, and the results are situated within the broader run of French political history. Finally, the book examines the principal challenges facing the Hollande administration and new government of Prime Minister Jean-Marc Ayrault, and assesses how effectively these have been met during their first year in office.

Gabriel Goodliffe teaches International Relations and Political Economy at the Instituto Tecnológico Autónomo de México. Riccardo Brizzi teaches Contemporary History in the Department of Political and Social Science at the University of Bologna.


NEW IN PAPERBACK

Building a European Identity
France, the United States, and the Oil Shock, 1973-74
Aurélie Élisa Gfeller

“...this is a valuable addition to the existing literature on the impact of the October 1973 energy crisis on French national policy, the evolution of the European Community, and the nature of the transatlantic relationship.”

American Historical Review

The Arab-Israeli war of 1973, the first oil price shock, and France’s transition from Gaullist to centrist rule in 1974 coincided with the United States’ attempt to redefine transatlantic relations. As the author argues, this was an important moment in which the French political elite responded with an unprecedented effort to construct an internationally influential and internally cohesive European entity. Based on extensive multi-archival research, this study combines analysis of French policy making with an inquiry into the evolution of political language, highlighting the significance of the new concept of a political European identity.

Aurélie Élisa Gfeller is a Swiss National Science Foundation Ambizione Research Fellow and a Visiting Lecturer at the Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies in Geneva, Switzerland.

Volume 12, Berghahn Monographs in French Studies
ISBN 978-1-78238-688-9 Pb $29.95/£18.50
eISBN 978-0-85745-227-6

FORTHCOMING

Developmentality
An Ethnography of the World Bank-Uganda Partnership
Jon Harald Sande Lie

“A unique study of the way the Bank deals with its clients. Set in Uganda as the PRS system begins to dismantle, this is a complex account of the subtle contestations which comprise development in practice.”

Maia Green, The University of Manchester

Drawing on ethnographic fieldwork within the World Bank and a Ugandan ministry, this book critically examines how the new aid architecture recasts aid relations as a partnership. While intended to alter an asymmetrical relationship by fostering greater recipient participation and ownership, this book demonstrates how donors still seek to retain control through other indirect and informal means. The concept of developmentality shows how the World Bank’s ability to steer a client’s behavior is disguised by the underlying ideas of partnership, ownership, and participation, which come with other instruments through which the Bank manipulates the aid recipient into aligning with its own policies and practices.

Jon Harald Sande Lie is a senior Research Fellow at the Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (NUPI).

September 2015, 288 pages, bibliog., index ISBN 978-1-78238-840-1 Hb $110.00/£68.00
eISBN 978-1-78238-841-8

Morality and Economic Growth in Rural West Africa
Indigenous Accumulation in Hausaland
Paul Clough

“The [author’s] period of fieldwork results in an amazingly dense description of economic processes. Quantitative and qualitative data is analysed and presented in a fascinating manner. The chapters on money lending, on labour relations and on trade rate superb... the theoretical analysis and modeling is highly significant and important.”

Michael Bollig, University of Cologne

Based on fieldwork conducted in two national economic cycles in Nigeria - the petroleum-boom prosperity (in 1977-1979), and the macro-economic decline (in 1985, 1996 and 1998) - this book unveils a new paradigm of economic change in the West African savannah, demonstrating how rural accumulation in a polygynous society actually limits the extent of inequality while at the same time promoting technical change.

Paul Clough is Associate Professor of Anthropology at the University of Malta.

Available, 468 pages, 28 illus., 113 tables, bibliog., index ISBN 978-1-78238-271-3 Hb $120.00/£75.00 (2014)
eISBN 978-1-78238-272-0

Order direct for the UK and Europe on: Tel: +44(0)1767 604976  Fax: +44(0)1767 601640  e-mail: berghahnbooks@turpin-distribution.com
NEW

The Franco-Mauritian Elite
Power and Anxiety in the Face of Change
Tijo Salverda

“This monograph based on serious ethnographic field research is also a remarkable contribution to the comparative study of elites and power. It should be compulsory reading for anyone interested in the field.”
Jean-Pascal Daloz, University of Strasbourg

Mauritian independence in 1968 marked the end of a regime favorable to the Franco-Mauritians, the island’s white colonial elite. Now, in postcolonial Mauritius, this group is faced with a much more diverse power constellation and often feels in competition with others vying for their privileges. Though this is a clear departure from the colonial heydays, Franco-Mauritians have been able to continue their elite position into the early twenty-first century. This book focuses on the power of white elites still lingering on in postcolonial realities, and with regards to elites and power in general, addresses anew how an elite group aims to prolong its position over time.

Tijo Salverda is Research Fellow at the University of Cologne’s Global South Studies Center.

Volume 37, New Directions in Anthropology
April 2015, 252 pages, 1 illus., bibil., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-640-7 Hb $95.00/£60.00
eISBN 978-1-78238-641-4

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Empire, Global Coloniality and African Subjectivity
Sabelo J. Ndlovu-Gatsheni

“…Ndlovu-Gatsheni rejects modernist perspectives that present Africa as deficient [and],... convincingly conveys the richness of African perspectives, arguing that problems are caused by how coloniality misappropriates Africa’s wealth. However, [the author] also demonstrates how some demagogical African governments, such as Zimbabwe’s ZANU-PF regime, are complicit in plundering the national resources on the pretext of confronting empire. [This book] is an important addition to historiography that interrogates Africa’s current condition. It will be a positive step in the theorization of Africa by African scholars.”
Africa Spectrum

The author’s sharply critical perspective reveals how an epistemology of alterity has kept Africa ensnared within colonial matrices of power, serving to justify external interventions in African affairs, including the interference with liberation struggles and disregard for African positions. Evaluating the quality of African responses and available options, the author opens up a new horizon that includes cognitive justice and new humanism.

Sabelo J. Ndlovu-Gatsheni is the Director of the Archie Mafeje Research Institute (AMRI).

August 2015, 288 pages, 1 table, bibil., index
ISBN 978-0-85745-952-7 Hb $120.00/£75.00 (2013)
ISBN 978-1-78238-193-8 Pb $34.95/£22.00
eISBN 978-0-85745-952-7

NEW

Multidimensional Change in Sudan (1989–2011)
Reshaping Livelihoods, Conflicts, and Identities
Edited by Barbara Casciarri, Munzoul Assal and François Ireton

“…there really is very little published on some of these topics, and genuine field-research of the kind which has been conducted by [this] number of contributors is difficult and rare.”
Justin Willis, University of Durham

Based on original fieldwork collected in Sudan from 2006 to 2011, contributors look at “access to resources” from various disciplinary approaches — socio-anthropology, geography, politics, history, linguistic. The book analyzes major transformations, from the 1980s to South Sudan’s independence in 2011, which affected the country in the framework of “globalization.”

Barbara Casciarri is Associate Professor at the Department of Sociology, University Paris 6.
Munzoul A.M. Assal is Associate Professor of Social Anthropology and Deputy Director of the Peace Research Institute, University of Khartoum. François Ireton is Socio-economist and Researcher at French National Center of Scientific Research.

April 2015, 400 pages, 23 illus., bibil., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-617-9 Hb $110.00/£68.00
eISBN 978-1-78238-618-6

FORTHCOMING

Making Umumwe
Power, State and Camps in Rwanda’s Unity Building Project
Andrea Purdeková

“Against the backdrop of Rwanda’s complex post-genocide setting, Purdeková explores the unity-building attempts through which a ‘New Rwanda’ is being created. The visions and dominant ideology that underpin the national project, along with the strategies being deployed to achieve it, are addressed with rich detail and precision. This ethnographic study also offers a fine account of daily politics as lived by Kigali residents.”
Johan Pottier, SOAS, University of London

Since the end of the Rwandan genocide, the new political elite has been challenged with building a unified nation. The book investigates this project of civic education, the explosion of neo-traditional institutions and activities, and the uses of camps and retreats that come together to shape the “ideal” Rwandan citizen.

Andrea Purdeková is Departmental Lecturer in African Politics at the African Studies Centre, School of Interdisciplinary and Area Studies, University of Oxford.

Volume 34, Forced Migration
October 2015, 296 pages, 2 illus., bibil., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-832-6 Hb $100.00/£62.00
Middle East

The Neoliberal Landscape and the Rise of Islamist Capital in Turkey
Edited by Neşecan Balkan, Erol Balkan and Ahmet Öncü

“This is a strong and important collection. The unifying thesis throughout refers to the ascendency of a specifically Turkish form of Islamic capitalism. The main emphasis throughout concerns the contested character of this ascendency at the highest levels of Turkish state and society. These are important and intimately interwoven themes...The collection leaves a clear impression that the roots of the recent battles over Taksim Square run deep; their implications will continue to simmer throughout the country. Nothing has been resolved.”

Sidney Plotkin, Vassar College

By providing a long-term historical perspective on Turkey’s economy and its relationship to Islamism, this volume explores how Islamism as a political ideology has been utilized by the conservative bourgeoisie in Turkey, and elsewhere, to establish hegemony over labor.

Neşecan Balkan is a Senior Lecturer of Economics at Hamilton College. Erol Balkan teaches Economic Development, International Finance and Political Economy of the Middle East at Hamilton College in New York. Ahmet Öncü is Professor of Sociology at the Sabancı University School of Management.

Volume 19, Dislocations
February 2015, 314 pages, 1 illus., 12 tables, bibliog., index ISBN 978-1-78238-638-4 Hb $95.00/£60.00
eISBN 978-1-78238-639-1

Sustainable Development
An Appraisal from the Gulf Region
Edited by Paul Sillitoe

“(This volume) amounts to a well edited, comprehensive, collection of sustainable development papers, strongly introduced and concluded by the editor, on a region that surely no one could doubt can only gain from the salutary environmental analysis time after time it offers.”

Raymond Apthorpe, SOAS University of London

With growing evidence of unsustainable use of the world’s resources, such as hydrocarbon reserves, and related environmental pollution, as in alarming climate change predictions, sustainable development is arguably the prominent issue of the 21st century. Bringing together university faculty and government personnel from the Gulf, Europe, and North America this volume gives a wide ranging introduction focusing on the arid Gulf region and beyond, where the challenges of sustainable development are starkly evident.

Paul Sillitoe FBA is Professor of Anthropology at Durham University and former Shell Chair in Sustainable Development at Qatar University.

Volume 19, Environmental Anthropology and Ethnobiology
August 2014, 572 pages, 71 illus., 37 tables, bibliog., index ISBN 978-1-78238-371-0 Hb $95.00/£60.00

Urban Violence in the Middle East
Changing Cityscapes in the Transition from Empire to Nation State
Edited by Ulrike Freitag, Nelida Fuccaro, Claudia Ghrawi, and Nora Lafi

“...the book is timely, it is topical and useful for a more historically grounded understanding of the urban unrest in the Middle East during the last years up to the present.”

Christoph Herzog, University of Bamberg

This volume explores the phenomenon of urban violence in order to unveil general developments and historical specificities in a variety of Middle Eastern contexts. By situating incidents in particular processes and conflicts, the case studies seek to counter notions of a violent Middle East in order to foster a new understanding of violence beyond that of a meaningless and destructive social and political act.

Ulrike Freitag is a Historian of the Modern Middle East. Nelida Fuccaro is Reader in Modern Middle Eastern History at the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London. Claudia Ghrawi holds a Master of Arts degree in History and Political Science and studied Arabic in Damascus and Berlin. Nora Lafi is Researcher at Zentrum Moderner Orient and is a Historian of the Ottoman Empire with a focus on Urban Studies.

Volume 14, Space and Place
March 2015, 324 pages, 21 illus., bibliog., index ISBN 978-1-78238-583-7 Hb $95.00/£60.00
eISBN 978-1-78238-584-4

Bedouin of Mount Sinai
An Anthropological Study of their Political Economy
Emanuel Marx

“Marx’s study is a valuable contribution to the ethnographic study on pastoral nomads, and is useful reference for universities, colleges, researchers, students and individuals interested in the Bedouin tribes in the Middle East, economy, sociology and anthropology.”

Geography Research Forum

The Sinai Peninsula links Asia and Africa and for millennia has been crossed by imperial armies from both the east and the west. Thus, its Bedouin inhabitants are by necessity involved in world affairs and maintain a complex, almost urban, economy. Based on fieldwork over ten years, this book builds on the central theoretical understanding that the complex political economy of the Mount Sinai Bedouin is integrated into urban society and part of the modern global world.

Emanuel Marx is Professor Emeritus of Social Anthropology at Tel Aviv University.

September 2015, 208 pages, 3 tables & 3 maps, bibliog., index ISBN 978-0-85745-931-2 Hb £120.00 £75.00 (2013)
eISBN 978-1-78238-581-3 Hb £95.00/£60.00
eISBN 978-1-78238-582-0 Hb £29.95 £18.50
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NEW

Enhancing Democracy
Public Policies and Citizen Participation in Chile
Gonzalo Delamaza

“[This book] frames the Chilean case nicely in the context of theories of democratization, democracy, and the case for political participation in democracy. It will clarify our thinking about the many different modalities of participation….This is a huge advance and contribution to the debate. And, of course, the book makes a very significant, unique empirical contribution to understanding the state of political participation by civil society in Chile.”

Eduardo Silva, Tulane University

Since the end of the Pinochet regime, Chilean public policy has sought to rebuild democratic governance in the country. This book examines the links between the state and civil society in Chile and the ways social policies have sought to ensure the inclusion of the poor in society and democracy.

Gonzalo Delamaza is a Chilean Sociologist and Professor at the University of Los Lagos, Chile.

Volume 104, CEDLA Latin America Studies
eISBN 978-1-78238-547-9

Dignity for the Voiceless
Willem Assies’s Anthropological Work in Context
Edited by Ton Salman, Salvador Martí Puig, and Gemma van der Haar

“This is a fascinating body of work…I was most impressed by his balance of “hard” political-science analysis and the softer socio-cultural interpretations and by the balance of theory and applied work (scholarship speaking to real world contemporary problems).”

Edward Fischer, Vanderbilt University

Willem Assies explored the messy, often untidy daily lives of people, with their inconsistencies, irrationalities, and passions, but also with their hopes, sense of beauty, solidarity, and quest for dignity. This collection brings together some of Willem Assies’ best, most fascinating, and still highly relevant writings.

Ton Salman is Associate Professor at the Department of Social and Cultural Anthropology at the VU University of Amsterdam. Salvador Martí Puig has done research on the Nicaraguan revolution and Central American and Mexican politics and social movements. Gemma van der Haar is Assistant Professor at the chair group Sociology of Development and Change/Disaster Studies at Wageningen University.

Volume 103, CEDLA Latin America Studies
Available, 348 pages, 2 tables, bibilog., index ISBN 978-1-78238-293-5 Hb $95.00/£60.00 (2014)

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Environment and Citizenship in Latin America
Natures, Subjects and Struggles
Edited by Alex Latta and Hannah Wittman

“This book is a major contribution to our understanding of environmental politics in Latin America. The chapters present a wealth of original research that shows that environmental concerns are part of the daily life of indigenous populations and other grassroots groups. The theoretical frame of environmental citizenship provides a compelling way for thinking about how their environmental demands are closely linked to their national identity, political participation, land and resources.”

Kathryn Hochstetler, University of Waterloo

This volume is the result of a collaborative endeavour to advance debates on environmental citizenship, while simultaneously and systematically addressing broader theoretical and methodological questions related to the particularities of studying environment and citizenship in Latin America.

Alex Latta is an Associate Professor in the Department of Global Studies at Wilfrid Laurier University. Hannah Wittman is an Associate Professor in the Faculty of Land and Food Systems and the Institute for Resources, Environment and Sustainability at the University of British Columbia.

Volume 101, CEDLA Latin America Studies
January 2015, 256 pages, 1 table, 2 illus., bibilog., index ISBN 978-0-85745-748-6 Hb $120.00/£75.00 (2012)
eISBN 978-1-78238-909-5 Pb $29.95/€18.50

U.S. Foreign Policy and the Other
Edited by Michael Patrick Cullinane and David Ryan

“This is a terrific work, one that would be used very profitably by any faculty member teaching a U.S. diplomatic survey course. This manuscript provides an important and engaging counterpoint to triumphalist notions about the great American progress, and as such, it will engender lively classroom discussion.”

Christopher Jespersen, University of North Georgia

This collection of essays focuses on counter-identities in American consciousness to explain how foreign policies and the discourse surrounding them develop.

Michael Patrick Cullinane is Senior Lecturer of U.S. History at Northumbria University. David Ryan is Professor and Chair of Modern History at University College Cork, Ireland.

Volume 105, CEDLA Latin America Studies
November 2014, 280 pages, 3 illus., bibilog., index ISBN 978-1-78238-440-3 Hb $29.95/£18.50
eISBN 978-1-78238-441-0
NEW

Trapped in the Gap
Doing Good in Indigenous Australia
Emma Koval

“This is an excellent forensic analysis of the dilemmas of well intentioned white development workers in the intercultural, post-colonial setting of a region of a settler society that is still unsettled. It is well written and engaging...It is scrupulously balanced, strives to be complete, and is consistently well argued.”

Patrick Sullivan, University of Notre Dame

Trapped in the Gap explores what happens when a group of state-supported, intelligent and well-meaning people attempt to help without harming. This group of “white anti-racists” find themselves trapped by endless ambiguities, contradictions, and double binds, a microcosm of the broader dilemmas of postcolonial societies. These dilemmas are fueled by tension between the twin desires of equality and difference: to make Indigenous people statistically the same as non-Indigenous people (to ‘close the gap’) while simultaneously maintaining their ‘cultural’ distinctiveness.

Emma Koval is Associate Professor of Anthropology at Deakin University, Melbourne.

February 2015, 214 pages, 7 illus., biblog., index
ISBN 978-1-78238-599-8 Hb $95.00/£60.00
eISBN 978-1-78238-600-1

FORTHCOMING

The Agendas of Tibetan Refugees
Survival Strategies of a Government-in-Exile in a World of Transnational Organizations
Thomas Kauffmann

“Kauffmann has made an important contribution to scholarship on the transnational sphere of international development as it concerns Tibetans. This book, which aims to give readers the Tibetan perspective on the phenomenon, is an essential update to previous works on the subject.”

Julia Hess, University of New Mexico

This book shows and discusses how Tibetan refugees continue to attract resources, due, notably, to the dissemination of their political and religious agendas, as well as how a movement of Western supporters, born in very different conditions, guaranteed a unique relationship with these refugees.

Thomas Kauffmann is the Director of an International NGO and holds a Doctorate in Anthropology from the University of Oxford.

Volume 33, Forced Migration
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